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Bauer, Marion Dane. Like Mother, Like Daughter. Houghton/Clarion, 1985. ISBN 0-89919356-0.
141p. $11.95.
Although the themes in this first-person narrative are too obvious, they are important
Ad ones for adolescents. The hazards of hero worship and hasty judgment make
6-9 themselves known to ninth-grader Leslie when she declares independence from her too-
nurturing mother and develops a crush on the new school newspaper advisor, Ms. Perl,
a striking but sometimes unkind woman who tells an impressive story of having been
fired from a major newspaper for exposing its editor's corruption. Pursuing a vendetta
of her own with a math teacher who has humiliated her, Leslie organizes a survey
evaluating faculty performance and writes a scathing article that leads to the math
teacher's resignation. In the upheaval that follows, Ms. Perl proves doubly treacherous
and deceitful while Leslie's mother proves to have been right all along. The contrasts
here are overstated, but their clarity and lack of complexity, plus an interesting charac-
terization of the math teacher, make the book easy to read and discuss with the very
group that needs to do both.
D.V. Mother-daughter relations
Beatty, Patricia. The Coach That Never Came. Morrow, 1985. ISBN 0-688-05477-3. 164p.
$10.25.
This is above all a mystery story, but Beatty has fused it smoothly with historical
R information (and some basic research methodology) and the story of an interracial
6-8 friendship. Thirteen-year-old Paul, visiting his grandmother in Colorado, is intrigued
by the paucity of information about the original owner of a rodeo belt buckle his grand-
mother gives him. Working with his new friend Jay Jenkins, a Ute Indian, Paul comes
across facts about the old rodeo star that involve a good bit of Colorado history, and
that lead the boys into a dangerous and successful adventure. As if all that weren't
enough, they solve a century-old mystery: the fate of a stagecoach that disappeared,
including driver, passengers, guard, and shipment of gold.
D.V. Grandparent-child relations; Intercultural understanding
Blos, Joan. Brothers of the Heart. Scribner, 1985. ISBN 0-684-18452-4. 162p. $12.95.
Set in the 1830s, this historical novel begins with the migration of the Perkins family
Ad to Michigan from New England. Shem, the only son, is fourteen and crippled. Resent-
7-9 ing the harsh words his father speaks in anger, Shem runs away, first serving as a clerk
in Detroit, then joining a wilderness expedition; left alone in a cabin, Shem becomes the
loving friend of an elderly Native American woman, and it is her acceptance of him as
"brother of the heart" with her beloved, long-dead husband that defines the way in
which Shem has matured. By the time his friend dies and he returns to his family, Shem
is self-reliant, strong, sensible, and compassionate. This gives a good picture of the
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arduous vagaries of frontier life, and it has a sympathetic protagonist; it is not as strong
in writing style as was the last historical novel by Blos, A Gathering of Days (which won
the Newbery Medal), perhaps because the mannered style and contemporary idiom
appropriate to the period are used in exposition as well as in the many letters and
journal entries that are scattered through the text. In exposition, this tends to sound
forced and florid; fortunately, it does not pervade the book.
D.V. Handicaps, physical, overcoming; Intercultural understanding
Branley, Franklyn Mansfield. Hurricane Watch, illus. by Guilio Maestro. Crowell, 1985. Library
ed. ISBN 0-690-04471-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04470-4. 30p. (Let's-Read-and-Find-
Out Science Book). Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.50.
One of the more specifically focused topics in this series opens with a few pages
R explaining the weather conditions that can build into a hurricane and then launches into
1-3 descriptions of effects and damages to populated coastal areas. Weather watch, prepa-
ration, and evacuation procedures round out the information. Both the diagrams and
the watercolor storm scenes are effective, the text straightforward.
C.U. Science
Carrick, Donald. Milk; written and illus. by Donald Carrick. Greenwillow, 1985. Library ed.
ISBN 0-688-04823-4; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04822-6. 23p. Library ed. $11.88; Trade ed.
$11.75.
While these watercolor paintings are graceful, the text does begin and end abruptly
Ad without the organizational unity that distinguished Gail Gibbons' Milk Makers. The
4-6 first three pages describe the habits of cows without mention of milk until a milking
yrs. machine suddenly appears. After that, the explanation of milk processing is clear and
simple, the illustrations satisfying both aesthetically and informationally. Although this
offers less technical and diagrammatic coverage than Gibbons, it does make the vital,
organic connection between nature and product.
C.U. Food (Unit)
Charnas, Suzy McKee. The Bronze King. Houghton, 1985. ISBN 395-38394-3. 196p. $12.95.
In her first book for children, an established writer of science fiction shows her ability
R to write for a younger audience without writing down to them. The story is told by Tina,
5-7 is set in Manhattan, and is a smooth blend of realism and fantasy. This has good pace
and style, and plenty of action, as it describes the classic conflict between good and evil.
Tina and her friend Joel help an elderly man with magical powers to outwit the
monstrous kraken who is in hiding in the depths of the subway system. Charnas is
skilled at creating suspense through situations of danger that are logical within the
parameters of the fantasy's illogic.
Chevalier, Christa. Spence Isn't Spence Anymore; written and illus. by Christa Chevalier. Whit-
man, 1985. ISBN 0-8075-7565-8. 29p. $9.25.
Despite the fact that references are to a "big red nose" but pictures show one that is
R lilac, children should enjoy this spirited account of the way a sympathetic mother enters
K-2 into her child's imaginative play. When little Spence declares he's not himself, he's
someone else, his mother obligingly sews some bits of costume to help him assume his
new role. Then she appears in a big hat, dons a mustache and a false nose, and
announces she, too, is someone else. With equal grace, they accept each other, and with
equal candor each admits it would be nice if the other went back to the status quo.
[82
Lilac-tinted drawings have enough vitality and humor to make up for the fact that
they're awkwardly drawn. Weak art, strong story.
D.V. Imaginative play
Christian, Mary Blount. Growin' Pains. Macmillan, 1985. ISBN 0-02-718490-0. 179p. $10.95.
Twelve-year-old Ginny Ruth is waging an ongoing internal battle against her mother,
Ad on whose emotional and financial stinginess Ginny Ruth blames her father's departure.
5-8 She also rails against Clemmons, the depressed Texas town that threatens to trap her
forever. In the course of the book, the girl reaches out for liberating influences, one a
disabled neighbor whose body is twisted but whose mind is clear; another, a woman to
whom she reads and who lends her books. Through a dramatic incident in which she
almost dies from bee stings, Ginny Ruth even manages to bridge the old rift between her
mother and grandparents, who have not spoken since her parents' marriage. But the
strength and focus of her determination to leave Clemmons revolve on her writing. The
notebook in which she keeps her poetry leads to her first publication in a newspaper and
eventually, with the help of cotton-picking income, to the continuation of her educa-
tion. The characters are clearcut, but the writing is often stiff and the intent to describe
rural, regional life obtrusive. Still, Ginny Ruth's reconciliation with her mother is satis-
fying, if a mite too good to be true.
C.U. Rural life (unit)
D.V. Education-valuing and seeking; Mother-daughter relations; Self-expression
Cohen, Barbara. Coasting. Lothrop, 1985. ISBN 0-688-05849-3. 169p. $10.25.
When Metz and Maddy had been camp counselors the year before, they had become
R good friends. That's what Metz (Steve Metzgar, debonair and popular) had thought; if
7-10 he suspected Maddy had a crush on him he never let her know it. Now Metz has come to
New York to get a job, save money, and postpone college. Since Maddy is his only
friend in Manhattan, he asks to stay with her. Temporarily, of course. Proximity does
not make the heart grow fonder, and Maddy is soon disillusioned by Metz's selfishness
and his sponging. She tells him to leave. Both of them have to go through a period of
reassessment and adjustment before they can resume a relationship that moves from
friendship to reciprocated romantic love. Metz gets a job, learns to discipline himself,
and begins to look past the superficial attractions in relationships. Maddy goes through
an embarrasing crush on a college professor and also learns to judge people (Metz, par-
ticularly) with more insight and clemency. So this is a love story with a cautiously happy
ending; it is never melodramatic, but it has a firm base of smooth narrative, solid char-
acterization, good pace, and a convincing change and growth in Maddy and Metz and in
the relationship between them.
D.V. Education, valuing and seeking; Self-reliance
Conford, Ellen. Strictly for Laughs. Pacer/Putnam, 1985. ISBN 0-448-47754-8. 155p. $12.95.
A standard romance with glitzier than usual style pits self-centered young comedian
M Joey Merino against Peter, the boy she wishes were more than an old friend. Her big
7-10 chance to win him and an audience as well comes when he is offered the opportunity to
run a program on his uncle's radio station; but Peter invites his current crush as well as
Joey to star on the show, and Joey spends most of the air time in a huff while her rival
sings folk songs. Naturally, everything works out, and Joey even learns a lesson, to look
below the surface and occasionally cork her non-stop jive. The humor is played pretty
hard for calculated teenage appeal. The heroine seems tediously peevish and sometimes
downright mean, her boy-friend dense, and the third member of the triangle strictly
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functional. None of this will daunt the intended market of readers.
D.V. Interpersonal understanding
DeSantis, Kenny. A Doctor's Tools; illus. with photographs by Patricia A. Agre. Dodd, 1985.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-396-08516-4; Paper ed. ISBN 0-396-08739-6. 42p. Trade ed. $9.95;
Paper ed. $3.95.
This straightforward, photographic treatment of common instruments that fre-
R quently frighten children in the course of an examination will be enormously helpful to
2-4 use before visiting the doctor's office, especially in natural conjunction with doctor-kit
yrs. playtime rehearsals. On the first page of each spread appears the instrument alone;
facing it is a picture of doctors (both male and female) using it, along with an explana-
tion of its functions. These explanations are sometimes stunted, but understandably so,
since the emphasis is on how the instrument will feel-cold, tight, painful, or none of
the above. Clear and to the point, from stethoscope to band-aid.
C.U. Health and hygiene
English, Betty Lou. Behind the Headlines at a Big City Paper; written and illus. with photographs
by Betty Lou English. Lothrop, 1985. ISBN 0-688-03936-7. 128p. $13.00.
This closeup of The New York Times appears to overlap with Miller's Hot Off the
R Press, reviewed below, but its approach and tone vary the coverage considerably.
6-9 Although illustrated with black-and-white photographs on almost every page, the
English book is not a photodocumentary and does not have the immediacy of one, as
Miller's does in following a story from start to finish. On the other hand, English offers
a much broader, more thorough perspective on news production, incorporating inter-
views with individuals on their background training and experience as well as the
journalistic functions they represent, from bureau chief to film critic. The book is
organized into sections on the foreign desk, national desk, metropolitan desk, cultural
news, sports news, business and finance news, science news, and technological produc-
tions. There is also emphasis here on the leadership of the paper and its editorial
decisionmaking that is not incorporated into Miller's book. Basically, English will
satisfy older readers looking for perspective on the field and will double as a career
guide, whereas Miller is clearer on practical, factually selective day-to-day detail. They
complement each other nicely and offer contrasting views of two famous papers.
C.U. Journalism (unit)
Evernden, Margery. The Dream Keeper. Lothrop, 1985. ISBN 0-688-04638-X. 173p. $10.25.
In its subject and conception, this is somewhat reminiscent of Kathryn Lasky's Night
R Journey, treating the connection between shtetl Jews who escaped to America and their
6-8 great-grandchildren, who feel rootless in a different world. Here the framework writing
is awkward in dealing with a contemporary family on the verge of breakup. Yet as soon
as the modern setting gives way to the historical, all traces of stiffness disappear. Some
tapes that young Becka listens to reveal her dying Bobe's dramatic family saga just at
the point of the six children's dispersal, one to Russian army conscription, several to
America, one to accidental death. By the end, a reader has not only experienced the
spiritual richness of a bygone era but felt its loss and hoped for its continuation in the
future of Becka. The strength of family ties and the sustenance that music provides for
these victims of poverty and oppression strengthen the primary theme of immigrant
heritage.
C.U. History, Jews
D.V. Family relations
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Forrester, John. Bestiary Mountain. Bradbury, 1985. ISBN 0-02-735530-6. 140p. $11.95.
First of a planned trilogy, this is based on a concept that will be familiar to science
Ad fantasy buffs: a solar universe peopled by descendants of those who have fled from a
7-9 ravaged Earth. Experimentation has led to the development of creatures who are part
human, part robot and to others who are part animal, part human. One of the former
joins three young people who steal a ship and fly back to earth, where they encounter
predatory beasts, find the mother of two of the four, and have their first confrontation
with the Gorid, the personification of evil who is engaged in a power struggle with the
aforesaid mother, a genetic scientist. Forrester uses tested themes and devices to achieve
an action-filled but overwritten story that leaves readers at the verge of discovering what
may prove, in its sequel, to be of great importance.
Galbraith, Kathryn Osebold. Something Suspicious. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-50322-9.
158p. $11.95.
Lizzie, the narrator, has a vivid imagination, and when Mr. Bennett, president of the
Ad local bank, talks about a bank robbery in a nearby town, she is immediately sure that
4-6 the thief will try to rob Bennett's bank. He will, of course, use the same green pillowcase
to collect the cash. Lizzie and her friend Ivy prowl about gathering what they are con-
vinced are clues and are suspicious about various people, including-at one point-
Lizzie's brother, when they find a green pillowcase in his closet. There are a few sub-
plots, like the burgeoning friendship between a bank employee and Ivy's divorced
father, but they are more tangential than relevant to the development of a plot that is
formulaic in structure but is alleviated by light and humorous, if repetitive, writing.
Gauch, Patricia Lee. The Year the Summer Died. Putnam, 1985. ISBN 0-399-21114-4. $13.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
In almost every childhood friendship there is the possibility that one of the two will
Ad mature faster and leave the other, saddened, behind. That's what happens to young
6-8 teenager Erin, when she eagerly awaits Laurie, the summer friend who has heretofore
been as eager as Erin to play their sustained game of being cowpokes. Laurie is in love,
Erin is bereft; although Erin knows she no longer has her friend to herself, she tries in
several ways to force herself on Laurie. There is also a running subplot about feisty
grandpa, his feud with an unidentified trespasser, and the growing number of incidents
-increasingly serious-that lead people to suspect the incidents may be more than teen-
age rowdiness. The story culminates in a storm that reveals the true culprit, gives Erin
new perspective, and clears the air (figuratively as well as literally) in a manner that is
just a bit pat. Gauch writes well and her depiction of the pain of losing a friend is per-
ceptive. It just doesn't add up to as cohesive and convincing a story as those she usually
writes.
D.V. Friendship values; Jealousy, overcoming
Geringer, Laura. A Three Hat Day; illus. by Arnold Lobel. Harper, 1985. Library ed. ISBN
0-06-021989-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021988-2. 26p. Library ed. $9.89; Trade ed. $9.95.
Although the characters are adult (R.R. Pottle the Third and his future wife Isabel)
R right up to the last page, they share the compelling urge to collect, which seems vir-
5-7 tually instinctive to most children. In this case, it's hats, in which Pottle indulges to
yrs. excess depending on his moods. On a bad day, he resorts to three piled on top of each
other, or even to hat-shopping, which is how he meets Isabel, sporting the perfect hat:
"On one side, a sequin seal balanced a shining ball on the tip of its nose. On the other,
tiny gold bells jangled. And a plume as soft and gray as fog graced the peak." In short
order, the two have produced R.R. Pottle the Fourth, who does not care for hats but
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loves...shoes. Lobel's full-color illustrations on almost every page extend the joke to
its fullest potential, suggesting characters quirky enough to add a dimension that sub-
stitutes for tension.
D.V. Hobbies, development of
Greenwald, Sheila. Rosy Cole's Great American Guilt Club; written and illus. by Sheila Green-
wald. Atlantic, 1985. ISBN 0-87113-044-0. 87p. $11.95.
In a sequel to other stories about Rosy, her family, and her friends, this is just as light
Ad but not quite as funny or substantial as its predecessors. While the tendency that
3-5 preteens have to covet whatever clothes are in vogue is believable, it's a slight plot when
there's little to balance or give variety. Rosy tells lies to impress her friends, cadges
popular brands of clothes on the theory that those who have (others) should feel guilty
and share with those who don't (Rosy). Her plan goes awry and Rosy realizes, finally,
that she has everything that she needs and that she ought to be content.
D.V. Age-mate relations; Jealousy, overcoming
Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. The Glass Mountain; ad. and illus. by Nonny Hogrogian. Knopf,
1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-394-96724-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-86724-6. 27p. Library ed.
$11.99; Trade ed. $11.95.
Using both frames and borders for paintings in soft, bright colors, Hogrogian sur-
R rounds her illustrations with backgrounds that are like a pastel rainbow of book linings,
K-3 veined and swirling. The page layout is both dignified and colorful, the mood restrain-
edly romantic. Simply if a bit stiffly retold, this is the familiar tale of a quest and its
obstacles which, concluded and surmounted, lead a young man to free a princess from
her state of enchantment, whereupon-in an abrupt ending-"The young man slipped
the golden ring on her finger and they were married, and there was great rejoicing in
their hearts."
Guthrie, Donna. The Witch Who Lives Down the Hall; illus. by Amy Schwartz. Harcourt, 1985.
ISBN 0-15-298610-3. 28p. $11.95.
A young boy who lives in an apartment with his mother suspects that their neighbor
R down the hall, Ms. McWee, is a witch. Evidence mounts, as Ms. McWee, who has a
4-6 cranky black cat named Malcolm, seems to divine the narrator's hobbies, entertains a
yrs. series of mysterious visitors, generates odd nighttime noises, helps the narrator get back
into his locked apartment without a key, brings him a "potion" to help him recover
from illness, emits strange sounds on her balcony carpet, and makes a very special occa-
sion out of Halloween. In spite of his mother's commonsense explanations, the narrator
still senses "something magical and mysterious about Ms. McWee." The reader will
agree after glimpsing her interesting eccentricities in the oversize, crosshatch pen-and-
ink illustrations, which imaginatively capitalize on the demonic/realistic tug-of-war
central to the text. This is plotless, but there's enough atmosphere to make it a good
Halloween readaloud.
D.V. Fear, overcoming; Imaginative powers
Holabird, Katharine. Angelina's Christmas; illus. by Helen Craig. Potter/Crown, 1985. ISBN
0-517-55823-8. 23p. $6.95.
In a fourth story about the small mouse who is a ballet student, the tender-hearted
R Angelina sees an "old man" (a mouse) through the window of his cold, dark cottage
K-2 and decides she'll make his Christmas merry. The elderly mouse, a former postman,
proves to be the owner of a Santa Claus costume; invited to play the part at a school
party, the old man has a wonderful time distributing gifts and telling stories about his
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adventures as a postman. This is filled with seasonal bonhomie, it's told in a direct style
that has simplicity and quiet humor, and many parents may appreciate the fact that the
story indicates that Santa Claus is a role that may be played by a person (or mouse). The
illustrations, cheerful pastel scenes that are delicate but not sentimental, include a scene
in which Angelina is one of the sugar plum fairies in an excerpt from the Nutcracker
Suite.
C.U. Christmas
D.V. Older-younger generations
Holmes, Barbara Ware. Charlotte Cheetham: Master of Disaster; illus. by John Himmelman.
Harper, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022588-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022587-4. 117p.
Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95.
In order to get out of the trouble she gets into so constantly, Charlotte frequently
Ad makes up stories, i.e. she lies a lot. This time, she has told the librarian, in order to get
3-6 her attention, that her mother has just had a baby. On the same day, she tells her class-
mates, to win them over, that she is planning to visit a sticker factory owned by a friend
of her mother's. The process of getting trapped in both these lies is agonizing, and in the
process Charlotte determines to break her bad habit and channel it into writing stories.
A subplot involves her difficulty with relationships, spotlighted by her break and
eventual resolution with best friend Annie and by her determined pursuit of a wild gray
kitten, which she loves unreservedly as a fellow eccentric. This has the kind of everyday
verisimilitude that draws many children to identify with the protagonist, though neither
the style nor the plot is distinguished. The episodes are convincing and the solution com-
mendable. Illustrated with scratchy black-and-white pen drawings.
D.V. Ethical concepts
Hope, Christopher. The Dragon Wore Pink; illus. by Angela Barrett. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN
0-689-31175-3. 31p. $12.95.
First published in England, this oversize book is handsomely illustrated with nicely
R detailed paintings in which even the dragons seem representational in their realistic con-
K-3 text. Hope has told a story of a dragon who is spurned because he is different, and of his
friendship with a child who is also rejected by her peers; eventually they fly off together,
bound for a new and happier home. What Hope is attacking in parable style is
apartheid, although the word is not used. His dragons are the workers for the towns-
people, carrying identity cards and living outside the town. The lesson all learn is that
each group needs the other, but the lesson does not obtrude unduly on the story, which
is a fantasy conceived and deftly told.
Howe, James. What Eric Knew. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-31159-1. 138p. $10.95.
Sebastian calls on his friends to help him solve the riddle of the mysterious notes he
M gets; he is sure they are from Eric, a friend who has moved away. Is there really a ghost?
5-7 Is the church tower haunted? To what extent are the Siddons brothers involved? And is
it really drug dealing that's behind it? All of this is solved in formula style by the
perspicacious young detectives in a book that is breezy but lacks the humor Howe has
shown in other, earlier books. It has plenty of action but has shallow characterization
and patterned development.
Hyde, Dayton O. One Summer in Montana. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-31144-3. 167p.
$11.95.
Lee, running away from his stepfather (a thief who had pressed Lee to follow in his
footsteps), steals some clothes from a rodeo trailer and is trapped into bull riding by the
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NR lad who suspects him. Injured, Lee is taken in by a beautiful woman who's a trick rider.
7-9 The plot is all downhill from there, as Lee becomes a hero, gets over the muteness the
bull-riding has caused, wins the love and/or respect of all. The writing is full of cliches,
inept use of phonetic spelling to simulate drawl or dialect, stereotyped and shallow
characters, violence, and predictability.
Jaffrey, Madhur. Seasons of Splendour: Tales, Myths, and Legends of India; illus. by Michael
Foreman. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-31141-9. 123p. $15.95.
An intriguing collection that contrasts strongly with Thompson's retelling of the
R Rama tales (reviewed below). Although there are a few overlaps, Jaffrey includes folk-
5-8 tales and family stories in addition to accounts of Rama, Krishna, and other mythical
characters. She has also framed her stories with personal recollections of how she heard
them, organizing them into seasonal cycles according to festival. The stories themselves
are rousing, with births, deaths, heroics, and treachery undiluted. The narrative is
informal and easy to read. Foreman's paintings reveal more of his own demonic vision
than of traditional images. Although tantalizing for adult storytellers, this will require
either a gifted young reader or one especially interested in Hindu lore and culture. It's a
natural selection for schools and libraries with large Indian populations.
C.U. India (unit)
Johnston, Ginny. Andy Bear: A Polar Cub Grows Up at the Zoo; written by Ginny Johnston and
Judy Cutchins; illus. with photographs by Constance Noble. Morrow, 1985. Library ed.
ISBN 0-688-05628-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05627-X. 56p. Library ed. $12.88; Trade
ed. $13.00.
Photographs of good quality illustrate a description of the first year of a zoo-born
R polar bear cub. In danger of being killed by his sire, the infant bear was rescued by one
3-5 of the zookeepers, who took him home and became his substitute mother. Very much
dependent on his keeper for security, Andy had to be gently led to each new stage of
growing independence; at first he lived at home with the keeper, Constance Noble, and
by the end of the year was finally ready to live alone in a separate accommodation at the
Atlanta Zoo. The style is straightforward, the tone crisp, the subject appealing.
D.V. Animals, kindness to
Jukes, Mavis. Blackberries in the Dark; illus. by Thomas B. Allen. Knopf, 1985. Library ed.
ISBN 0-394-97599-5; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-87599-0. 44p. Library ed. $10.99; Trade ed.
$10.95.
Like Jukes' first two award-winning books, this resonates with personalities unveiled
R in everyday situations that are more important than they seem on the surface. Nine-
2-4 year-old Austin gets off the plane for his yearly visit with his grandparents feeling
awkward. A neighbor has driven his grandmother to meet him, but Grandpa's recent
death leaves both her and Austin without a mainstay. Nothing in the house seems right
either. Austin breaks the beads on the antique doll his grandmother has recovered from
the attic; going inside the barn reduces him to tears. Then his grandmother sends him
off blackberry picking, and suddenly, comically, shows up in Grandfather's fishing
gear. The two of them begin to rebuild a relationship bridging Grandpa's loss, letting
the first trout of the season go as was the old man's wont. Back home, Austin restrings
the beads for the doll that symbolizes Gram's loneliness, and Gram gives him Grandpa's
fishing knife. Knowingly crafted with the small details that sustain meaning, this is a
rich comment on life, death, and renewal. Soft pencil drawings suggest scenes without
overwhelming the simple narrative.
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Grandparent-child relations
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Klass, Sheila Solomon. The Bennington Stitch. Scribner, 1985. ISBN 0-684-18436-2. 133p.
$12.95.
Amy begins her story with an explanation of why her mother, who had wanted to
R attend Bennington, was so intent on Amy's going. Amy, who has just received her SAT
7-9 scores from the testing service at Princeton (English, 500; math, 400) doesn't want to go
to college at all if it's a school where she will feel that she's at a disadvantage. The power
struggle between mother and daughter ends with Amy's victory after she has served an
apprenticeship with an elderly woman who makes quilts, and the book ends with a nice
little twist: Mom goes to Bennington. This is ably written, has believable characters, and
should appeal to readers who are facing the terrors of PSAT and SAT.
D.V. Education, valuing and seeking; Mother-daughter relations; Self-confidence
Kleeberg, Irene Cumming. Latch-key Kid; illus. by Anne Canevari Green. Watts, 1985. ISBN
0-531-10052-9. 102p. $9.90.
In a book addressed to children of elementary school age, the author discusses
M responsibility, safety, the organization of time, chores and entertainment, calling on
4-6 adult neighbors for help, and other aspects of a situation in which a child is home either
alone or with siblings. The text is stretched a bit to include some advice that is general
rather than applicable to the particular situation, but its real weakness is in the not
infrequent generalities and flat statements. The appended glossary includes such
familiar words as "tidy" and "neighbors" and is followed by an index.
D.V. Self-reliance
Kurelek, William. They Sought a New World: The Story of European Immigration to North
America; written and illus. by William Kurelek; additional text by Margaret S. Engel-
hart. Tundra, 1985. ISBN 0-88776-172-0. 45p. $14.95.
In a posthumous publication, some of the text and all of the paintings are by the late,
R great Canadian artist whose work records the courage of immigrants to North America
5- as well as the work they did and the settings in which they labored. Some of the pictures
have never before been published; others are from earlier Kurelek books, particularly
The Polish Canadians. Engelhart's writing is direct and informative; comments by
Kurelek are shown in italics. The paintings are vivid and varied, some showing details of
people working or of interior scenes, but the most impressive are those outdoor scenes
that reflect the wide skies, the changing colors of the seasons, the vastness of the land.
C.U. History-Canada; History-U.S.
LeTord, Bijou. Good Wood Bear; written and illus. by Bijou LeTord. Bradbury, 1985. ISBN
0-02-756440-1. 29p. $11.95.
Be prepared to build a birdhouse after reading this book aloud. It's inspiring without
R being overdone. The project starts when Goose finds a bird's nest on the way to Bear's
4-6 house. The nest has tiny spotted eggs in it, and Bear decides to make a bird house, each
yrs. step of which takes up the rest of the book, including measuring, sawing, drilling holes,
planing, nailing, sanding, painting, mounting, and watching the birds come. A final
page shows the plans, so the adult reading this aloud will have no excuse not to try.
Spare pen drawings with lots of white space are framed in pastel-colored pages. Goose
and Bear are both business-like and endearing. Although it's doubtful that those eggs
will ever get hatched, at least future avian parents will have a strong shelter available.
C.U. Handicraft
D.V. Hobbies, development of
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Levinson, Nancy Smiler. The Ruthie Greene Show. Lodestar, 1985. ISBN 0-525-67172-2. 121p.
$11.95.
Ruthie has two problems. One is the hostile relationship she has with her older sister,
Ad whose imminent marriage has made her (and their parents) more testy than usual. The
6-9 other is that Ruthie has ambitious plans for a class project, and her ideas for dramatic
innovation are being foiled by Dede-the-pompom-queen, the other girl in the project's
foursome. Life becomes sunnier when Ruthie meets a friendly woman who, as a tele-
vision film producer, gives her encouragement and even a temporary job. All ends well;
the project is successful and, at the post-ceremony wedding reception, Ruthie and her
sister reach a new rapport. This is light, often funny, seldom substantial. It's a believ-
able story, an easy and pleasant read that occasionally gets cute or lags in pace.
D.V. Age-mate relations; Older-younger generations
Livingston, Myra Cohn. Worlds I Know and Other Poems; illus. by Tim Arnold. Atheneum,
1985. ISBN 0-689-50332-6. 59p. $12.95.
Small black-and-white drawings, nicely placed and nicely expressive of the poems
R they illustrate, are a modest addition to the appeal of a new collection by a noted
4-6 anthologist and poet for children. Not every poem contains sharp imagery or vivid
phrasing, but many do; Livingston has firm control of form, but it is her ability to see
the world from a child's viewpoint and to make the familiar seem fresh that gives her
work its distinction. Here there is often a focus on the past, especially on the extended
family, that makes the continuity of family life a dominant theme.
C.U. Reading aloud
Lowry, Lois. Switcharound. Houghton, 1985. ISBN 0-395-39536-4. 118p. $10.95.
Whether or not readers remember siblings J.P. and Caroline (The One Hundredth
R Thing About Caroline, reviewed in the February, 1984 issue), they should enjoy this
4-6 story of the united front the two achieve when faced with what seems to them not just
adversity but catastrophe. Their father, remarried and now also the father of a boy of
six, Poochie, and twin female infants, has decided after some years of ignoring them, to
have J.P. and Caroline visit for the summer. They don't want to leave New York to
come to Des Moines and they certainly don't want to spend the summer as Dad has
planned: babysitting for Caroline (babies bore her) while her stepmother takes a course,
and baseball coaching of Poochie's team for J.P., who hates baseball. There is a bit too
convenient an all-ends-tied final chapter, but the strong characterization, the humorous
style and yeasty dialogue, and the change and development (including some shaking of
stereotypical sex roles) in the two main characters give the story both substance and
appeal.
D.V. Adaptability; Brothers-sisters; Father-child relations; Sex roles
Luttrell, Ida. Tillie and Mert; illus. by Doug Cushman. Harper, 1985. Library ed. ISBN
0-06-024028-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-024027-X. 62p. (An I Can Read Book) Library ed.
$9.89; Trade ed. $8.95.
The friendship and foibles of Mert Fieldmouse and Tillie Skunk unfold in three
Ad stories. At a garage sale Tillie buys a purse ("real plastic"), a teapot, and an umbrella,
K-3 all with only the minor flaw of a teeny tiny hole. Later, the two friends make the best of
a bad bargain, as they do in the last situation, where their grocery store is failing because
neither is using her talents to best advantage. In the central tale, Tillie's success as a
fortune teller threatens to break up the friendship until she realizes that snobbishness
leads to loneliness. All three fables seem to strain for effect, but there's humor in them,
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too, and the cartoon illustrations in rose and green liven up the easy-reading format.
C.U. Reading, beginning
D.V. Friendship values
Lydon, Michael. How to Succeed in Show Business By Really Trying: A Handbook for the
Aspiring Performer; illus. with photographs by Ellen Mandel. Dodd, 1985. ISBN
0-396-08542-3. 226p. $18.95.
Glamor-glazed star gazers may not get through the first chapter of this, but serious
R aspirants will relish the specific advice and descriptions. The author/photographer
8-12 team, experienced in show business, cover philosophical concepts of entertainment in
the arts as well as basics of training, technique, performance, emotional involvement,
business, portraits of some colleagues, and answers to the most common questions
young people ask about the performing arts. Although the text gets long-winded in
spots, there is basically a good balance between theory and anecdote, with telling quotes
from great performers along with common sayings that carry a lot of umph: "Every
moment you're not rehearsing, somebody else is." The excellent index gives access to
details such as sample minimum pay scales of various unions, and an appendix includes
a long bibliography divided by genre and subject, with selective directories of schools,
theaters, legal aid organizations, etc. Informative for browsing, reading, or reference.
C.U. Theater; Music; Dancing-studying and teaching
MacClintock, Dorcas. Pheobe the Kinkajou; illus. with photographs by Ellan Young. Scribner,
1985. ISBN 0-684-18310-2. 86p. $12.95.
Animal photographs are appealing to most readers, but there's no denying that these
Ad are often repetitive and occasionally would be more clear if there were labels of parts of
4-6 the pictures. The author gives extensive background about the habits and habitat of
kinkajous in a text that is, now and then, rambling. Since Phoebe (an engaging creature)
lived in the author's home, there is an affectionate tone and interesting remarks based
on observation. The format is appropriate for readers in the middle grades; the
language and, to a lesser extent, the close print, seem more appropriate for older
readers. A glossary, a bibliography, and a list of references are appended.
C.U. Nature study
D.V. Animals, kindness to
Marsano, William. The Street Smart Book; illus. by Richard White. Messner, 1985. ISBN
0-671-55035-7. 74p. Trade ed. $9.29; Paper ed. $4.95.
A compendium of advice on how to avoid, evade, and escape from those who would
Ad molest, abuse, or kidnap children. While the book, written in a breezy and repetitive
4-6 style, gives some good advice, it is just a bit too chatty to be good style and it is less
effective in its coverage than some of the many books that have been written on this
subject for children. It is true that the emphasis is on coping with dangerous strangers in
public, but it seems unfortunate that there is little focus on danger indoors as well
(strangers at the door, parental kidnapping) and that the text is permeated with the
assumption that parents don't tell readers ways to cope. This is, in fact, occasionally
explicit: "By now, you may be wondering why your parents haven't talked to you about
all this already." A list of organizations that can provide more information and an
index are provided.
C.U. Health and hygiene
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Miller, Margaret. Hot Off the Press!: A Day at the Daily News; written and illus. with photo-
graphs by Margaret Miller. Crown, 1985. ISBN 0-517-55647-2. 45p. $12.95.
Miller's photodocumentary follows the news coverage of a Thanksgiving Day Parade
R in New York City from the City Editor's assignment of the story to a Daily News
4-8 reporter/photographer team through on-the-scene interviews, the rewrite terminal,
copy editing, photo desk selection, layout, computer typesetting, laser transmission,
letterpress printing, and distribution. Although the use of actual names for persons on
each job can be confusing, it does lend vitality to the explanations. The range of work
described is astonishing, from manual hand tinting and board composition to the tech-
nological phenomenon of the Laser Reader. An eye-opener for young readers whose
concept of newspapers may be limited to jokes about black and white and read all over.
C.U. Journalism (unit)
Miller, Moira. Oscar Mouse Finds a Home; illus. by Maria Majewski. Dial, 1985. ISBN
0-8037-0229-9. 24p. $11.95.
Crowded out of his house by a hoard of cacophonous brothers and sisters, Oscar
R searches through a number of alternate home sites in a cumulative story: Monday he
4-6 stumbles into the owl's nest by mistake, Tuesday into a human's bed, Wednesday into a
yrs. powder puff bowl, Thursday into a toy bin, which leads to the discovery of an old chest
that's just right. There he builds a nest and settles down to a nap amid thoughts of invit-
ing his siblings for a party (presumably on Friday, Saturday, or Sunday nights, which
have dropped off the roster in this book). The story will hold attention mainly because
of the subject, but the pictures are much more absorbing. A full range of earth tones is
punctuated with fine lines and varied textures. The double-page spread of a cat's eye
peering into the nest of mice scurrying about on their crumpled, chewed-up paper offers
a breath-taking perspective.
Morris, Neil. Featherboy and the Buffalo; written by Neil and Ting Morris; illus. by Anna
Clarke. Silver Burdett, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-382-06890-4; Trade ed. ISBN
0-382-06894-7. 21p. (Tales of the Native Americans). Library ed. $4.11; Trade ed.
$3.95.
Featherboy, a young Sioux, is lucky enough to see a huge herd of buffalo, and he
Ad runs back to the summer camp where his and other tribes have gathered, his discovery
2-4 making it possible for his hungry people to eat. A foreword gives information about
how the native Americans came to the New World; in each book in this publisher's
series (Tales of the Native Americans) some information about particular tribes is
included in the preface, varying to suit the contents of the book, since others in the
series are about the Crow, Iroquois, and Haida tribes. Some factual material is pre-
sented at the back of the book. The writing style is adequate, simple and a bit choppy;
the print is large and the illustrations are pedestrian in technique and crowded with
details.
Munro, Roxie. The Inside-Outside Book of New York City; written and illus. by Roxie Munroe.
Dodd, 1985. ISBN 0-396-08513-X. 43p. $13.95.
In an oversize book, the paired pictures explore exterior and interior views of various
R sites in Manhattan (plus the Bronx Zoo) with the exterior shown first, save for one
2-4 instance in which the caption indicates that a mistake has been made. (A residential
hallway is labelled "Avenue of the Americas at 19th Street.") The concept is intriguing,
the details are often amusing, and the illustrations, chiefly in double-page spreads, are
notable for their composition, their use of color, and their perspective.
C.U. City life (unit)
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Murphy, Barbara Beasley. Ace Hits Rock Bottom; written by Barbara Beasley Murphy and Judie
Wolkoff. Delacorte, 1985. ISBN 0-385-29412-3. 203p. $15.95.
Horace and his buddies have never recovered from the glamour of being in a film (in
R Ace Hits the Big Time), and they respond eagerly to a call from their unscrupulous
7-10 agent. That's how the group acquires summer jobs in a home for aged actors and, since
it's in the Bronx, how they run into the same local gang that bullied them in the first
book. This lively story has an appealing setting, a delightfully peculiar set of characters,
and some very funny plot details, as Ace (Horace) gets some acting lessons, learns to
enjoy the residents of the rest home, pursues his modest love interest, and evades (some-
times by dressing as a bag lady) the vengeful Piranhas who, he suspects, may be behind
the wave of fires in the Bronx. Refreshingly, he's wrong. An enjoyable and substantial
read.
D.V. Responsibility; Self-reliance
Nesbit, Edith. The Deliverers of Their Country; illus. by Lisbeth Zwerger. Neugebauer/Alpha-
bet, 1985. ISBN 0-88708-005-7. 23p. $12.95.
An old but still wonderful story is illustrated by a new and delightful set of illustra-
R tions. The essence of Nesbit's style and humor is easily exemplified: "People who are
3-5 going to be their country's deliverers never scream and say they want to go home." So
says Harry to his sister Effie as they go off to resurrect St. George so that he can fight
the plague of dragons that is infesting England. The marble effigy does awake, and the
children are given anti-dragon advice before St. George returns to his timeless slumber.
And of course, the country is saved. Zwerger's ink-and-wash pictures have clean, spare
composition and soft pastel hues; their characters, often subtly comic, wear turn-of-the-
century clothing.
Nourse, Alan Edward. Herpes. Watts, 1985. ISBN 0-531-10069-3. 104p. illus. $10.90.
Although the text contains chapters devoted to other forms of herpes and to other
Ad sexually transmitted diseases, it is primarily concerned with genital herpes, a fact not
7-9 made clear by the title of the book. Nourse describes the several forms of herpes; unfor-
tunately, he begins with a cute and patronizing bit about the "Herpes gang" as bandits.
Information about causes, effects, and treatments is authoritative, but the book is
weakened by a good bit of repetition and by some careless writing: a definition of
prophylaxis (singular) that is plural, a reference to nephritis as "kidney damage," the
use of the word "overexaggerated." An index is provided.
C.U. Health and hygiene; Science
Oneal, Zibby. Maude and Walter; illus. by Maxie Chambliss. Lippincott, 1985. Library ed. ISBN
0-397-32151-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-32150-3. 28p. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed.
$11.95.
Four very brief stories portray the relationship of a girl and her older brother, who
Ad constantly shoos her away but reconciles himself rather gallantly when she insists on
4-6 coming back, whether it's to help him make a kite, camp out in the backyard tent
yrs. "club," stay home sick, or clean up after her imaginary, one-hundred-foot-tall friend,
Joe. Oneal is not as comfortable styling tales for young children as she is for young
adults, and the text here is choppy. Still, the scenarios are true to sibling rivalry, and the
bright pictures energetic.
D.V. Brothers-sisters
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Perl, Lila. Marleen, the Horror Queen. Houghton/Clarion, 1985. ISBN 0-89919-368-4. 164p.
$11.95.
Marleen, the thirteen-year-old narrator, is looking forward to a boring summer and
Ad hoping that Alex (her secret crush) will notice her. What Alex notices is Marleen's
5-7 mother, a militant body builder, and his teasing turns to bullying. Now Marleen's
thoughts are all vengeful, her plans for terrible retribution aided by the horror movies
she's been seeing with another girl. Perl writes with humor, but the humor here is a bit
contrived. There's a twist at the end of the story, when Alex changes unconvincingly in
his behavior. The second theme of the book is in the interfamilial relationships: the
family is split, two and two, because Mom accepted a job in Westchester and Dad
refused to leave New Jersey; this gives some variety to the story, but the two threads are
not very well meshed.
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Mother-daughter relations; Sex roles
Pierce, Meredith Ann. Birth of the Firebringer. Macmillan, 1985. ISBN 0-02-774610-0. 234p.
$11.95.
Cast out of their "own true lands," the Hallow Hills, a race of unicorns (mythic and
M anthropomorphic) lives in enmity with evil gryphons. The protagonist is Jan, wayward
7-9 son of the prince of the unicorns; through quest and danger, pilgrimage and battle, he
becomes a hero and realizes that he is Firebringer, the legendary saviour of his race.
This is not Pierce at her storytelling best; the book is heavily laden with orotund lan-
guage, often convoluted, has awkward use of words ("How clement of the weather to
soak you both so handsomely"), and the plot moves slowly under the same sort of
heaviness as handicap.
Powzyk, Joyce. Wallaby Creek; written and illus. by Joyce Powzyk. Lothrop, 1985. Library ed.
ISBN 0-688-05693-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05692-X. 30p. Library ed. $11.88; Trade
ed. $11.75.
Although the coverage is limited to a dozen birds or animals that the author/artist
R observes around a woodland hut on the eastern seaboard of Australia, the tone is per-
4-6 sonal and the descriptions so graceful an accompaniment to the watercolor animal-
scapes that this conveys more than many nonfiction books of broader scope. The
kookaburra, kangaroo, koala, dingo, platypus, and several lizards are all introduced
along with lesser-known creatures of the ecosystem. Physical characteristics, eating
habits, and distinctive traits get casual but accurate mention in a first-person narrative
that alligns science with wild-life adventure.
C.U. Nature study
Prelutsky, Jack. My Parents Think I'm Sleeping; illus. by Yossi Abolafia. Greenwillow, 1985.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04019-5; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04018-7. 44p. Library ed.
$10.88; Trade ed. $10.25.
Tinted drawings that are primarily soft black and white have eerie or comic details
Ad that add to the mood of some of the poems but that do not always seem to reflect that
2-4 mood. Most of the selections, which are often humorous but less often witty, have to do
with wakeful nights, some spent in happy under-the-covers reading and others spent in
coping with night fears. These should have the appeal of everyday (or everynight) life
experiences and they are adequately written, but few of the poems are Prelutsky at his
best.
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Provost, Gary. Popcorn; written by Gary Provost and Gail Levine-Provost. Bradbury, 1985.
ISBN 0-02-774960-6. 147p. $11.95.
Grade-A entertainment about three 12-year-olds who really do make a hit record,
R keep open a tae kwon-do center that's going under, and defeat the proverbial
5-8 seventh-grade bully. If it sounds unlikely, it doesn't seem so, for there's struggle and
discouragement along the way. Mark Newman, also featured in Good If It Goes,
(reviewed in the May, 1984 issue) saves his ego in a school fight by declaring his
band is under contract to record. Then he has to make it happen, with no money or
adult encouragement outside his tae kwon-do teacher's good advice. What wins the
day is a sound friendship that survives ups and downs, some good martial arts
philosophy, and the authors' zippy style, pace, and characterizations. Like the
upbeat songs that Popcorn plays, this offers humor, hope, and just plain fun in the
face of big-industry music.
D.V. Friendship values; Perseverance
Romanova, Natalia. Once There Was a Tree; illus. by Gennady Spirin. Dial, 1985. ISBN
0-8037-0235-3. 24p. $10.95.
From Russia comes an ecological fable about an old tree stump and all the crea-
R tures that shelter in it and claim it as their own, from beetle to bear, bird, and man,
4-7 who purports to own the whole forest. Yet not only the stump, but also the tree that
yrs. eventually rises from its decayed base "belongs to all, because it grows from the
earth that is home for all." It's too bad that, in such a brief, tight text, a man
"lays" down at the end, and a bird is erroneously called a titmouse. Yet the illus-
trations make up for what may be translation errors, and the writing is more poetic
than didactic. The paintings, too, are lyrical both in landscape vistas and in close
botanical detail. The page design varies from square to arched frames for each pic-
ture, sometimes elaborated with miniature insets. Colorations are dark but rich, an
otherworldly view of the woods.
C.U. Ecology
Roop, Peter. Keep the Lights Burning, Abbie; written by Peter and Connie Roop; illus. by
Peter E. Hanson. Carolrhoda, 1985. ISBN 0-87614-275-7. 40p. $8.95.
Based on a true incident, this recounts young Abbie Burgess' successful efforts to
Ad take care of her sisters and bedridden mother and to keep the lighthouse towers
1-3 bright during a terrible storm that has kept her father coastbound on a supply trip.
Matinicus Rock, Maine, is the place, 1853 is the time, and the Burgess family does
survive, thanks in part to the three chickens Abbie saves from the powerful waves.
The style is choppy, but the situation is inherently interesting, and the watercolor
illustrations, alternately color and black and white, are competent. An easy-to-read
possibility for primary-grade history units.
C.U. History-U.S.
D.V. Courage; Responsibility; Self-reliance
Root, Phyllis. Moon Tiger; illus. by Ed Young. Holt, 1985. ISBN 0-03-000042-4. 26p. $12.95.
A sibling rivalry fantasy par excellence begins with Mom's anger at the narrator,
R Jessica, for refusing to read a story to her little brother. Sent to bed early, she
4-6 imagines a tiger coming down to carry her away "into the night with tremendous
yrs. leaps." After touching down at the north pole and jungle, the tiger brings her back
and offers to eat her little brother. The narrator bigheartedly declines: maybe he can
improve. "Maybe he can," replies the tiger, stretching off into the dark and answer-
ing her invitation to come back soon: "Maybe I will,...sometime soon." Young's
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deep purples and blues not only expand the simple text but also strike a perfect
balance between spooky and reassuring. The cub on the title page is akin-but not
too obviously-to the toy tiger Jessica initially wants to play with instead of her
brother, but the fantasy sequence itself features the real, velvety-striped McCoy. One
picture shows Jessica reflected in the tiger's golden eye, big enough to fill a page.
Lyrical in both illustration and narrative, this is the stuff of which dreams are made.
D.V. Brothers-sisters; Imaginative powers
Sachs, Elizabeth-Ann. Shyster; illus. by Judith Gwyn Brown. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN
0-689-31161-3. 100p. $10.95.
At the end of the summer leading into fourth grade, Becky is trying to deal with
Ad her mother's proposal to move to the country and live with Arthur, who will be that
4-6 much closer to becoming Becky's stepfather. Her mother's impending marriage
means Becky must accept her own father's desertion, and the focus for these compli-
cated adjustments becomes a stray cat whom Becky takes in and dubs Shyster.
Although Shyster dies in the end, leaving Becky as she fears everyone will, she has
established a new bond of trust with Arthur, her mother, and a friend who lives near
her new home. The scope here is carefully defined but limited, the conclusion fore-
gone. Nevertheless, the book offers a believable situation on simple terms.
D.V. Pets, care of; Stepparents, adjustment to
Sattler, Helen Roney. Pterosaurs, the Flying Reptiles; illus. by Christopher Santoro. Lothrop,
1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-0396-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-03995-2. 45p. Library
ed. $12.88; Trade ed. $13.00.
An oversize book gives the illustrator opportunity for sweeping views of the many
R varieties of "flying reptiles" that Sattler discusses in a well-organized, continuous
4-6 text. The artist may have made his pterosaurs inventively colorful, but the paintings
are carefully detailed and labelled. The author, in discussing species, gives salient
information: size, habitat, and habits or flight patterns to the extent that scientists
have been able to determine such facts. The subject is one that fascinates many
children, the writing style is crisp and authoritative, and the text encourages or may
foster a scientific attitude by its clear discrimination between fact and conjecture.
C.U. Science
Sefton, Catherine. Island of the Strangers. Harcourt, 1985. ISBN 0-15-239100-2. 118p.
$12.95.
Near the northern Irish coast town of Ballyhannis is an island where shipwrecked
Ad Spaniards were once murdered by the clannish natives, and 13-year-old Nora sees a
5-8 nearly repeated incident where conflict arises between local school children and a
busload of Belfast youngsters come to camp on the island. Nora is first identified as
an enemy by the strangers, nicknamed "Gobbers," and then turned on by her own
friends for not joining in the attack that almost kills one of the visitors. Nora's
courageous defiance of peer pressure is the main theme. A subplot involves her
friendship with a distant relative who has cared for her since her mother's recent
death, and whom she resists recognizing her father may marry. The style is often
strained, but the main character is stubbornly likeable and the final confrontation
involving.
D.V. Courage; Intergroup understanding
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Stevenson, James. That Dreadful Day; writteni and illus. by James Stevenson. Greenwillow,
1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04035-7; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04036-5. 30p. Library
ed. $11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
Old fans of the series of tales told by Grandpa will welcome this latest; new fans
R will probably be won by the story of Grandpa's first day of school. As always, his
K-2 horror stories are designed to make his two grandchildren feel that theirs is the
happier lot; as always, the pictures showing Grandpa as a boy endow him with his
bristly little mustache (not yet whitened by age) and echo the zestful exaggeration of
Grandpa's storytelling. Here Mary Ann and Louis, discouraged by their first day of
school, are so struck by the awfulness of Grandpa's memories that they are
encouraged by the contrast and decide the second day of school will be better.
Message deftly accomplished.
Sutton, Larry. Taildraggers High. Farrar, 1985. ISBN 374-37372-8. 151p. $11.95.
Twelve-year-old Jessie Oates is torn between fantasies of becoming an ace flier like
Ad her father, who was shot down in the Vietnam war, and the realities of making ends
5-8 meet in her grandfather's scrubby Florida orange grove, which is threatened by a
hard freeze. Jessie's friends and mostly absent mother, an artist studying in the city
to become a teacher, remain vague here; yet the central characters are sharply
dimensioned. Similarly, several episodes, including Jessie's first flight and her subse-
quent direction of a wood-burning crew to ward off the frost, are powerful while the
plot context is indistinct. The dialogue and descriptions are adequately styled, but
not the exposition: after the details of a brutal night's labor to save the citrus trees,
Jessie's emotional state is suddenly reduced to an obvious generalization as she
enters "the dark, frigid barn more worried than ever about the fate of the grove."
That should have gone without saying. On the other hand, the regional color and
quirky characters are engaging.
C.U. Rural life (unit)
D.V. Meeting difficult situation
Thompson, Brian, ad. The Story of Prince Rama; illus. by Jeroo Roy and with original paint-
ings. Viking, 1985. ISBN 0-670-80117-8. 59p. $12.95.
An ancient Hindu epic gets action-packed treatment as each story in the cycle unfolds
R in a brief page of text faced by 300-year-old Indian paintings, with a few
4-7 contemporary illustrations added. The advantage of Thompson's lively abridgement is
its simple organization of a very complex canon, which was more gracefully but less
clearly presented in The Adventures of Rama by Milo Beach, (1983). As an
introduction, this should hold the interest of students exploring and comparing the
Eastern folklore of gods and heroes, which is inaccessible to many children simply
because of the unfamiliar names and story patterns.
C.U. India (unit)
Thompson, Julian F. Discontinued. Scholastic, 1985. ISBN 0-590-33321-6. 286p. $12.95.
There's nothing in this serio-comic story that couldn't happen; few readers are
Ad likely to believe that it does, although they will probably find themselves intermit-
8-10 tently touched and frequently amused by the characters. The hero is a high-school
Billy Budd who determines to follow the one clue he has to the murder (car-
bombing) of his mother and brother. Duncan finds his way to the Vermont strong-
hold of a man named Fetish, a rumbustious character who has a thriving health-
food business (with a little dope on the side), is the leader of a cult (Nukismetic
Humanism), and has a beautiful daughter with whom Duncan has a torrid affair.
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Then comes Mister Carlo, the bumbling little henchman who committed the murder
because he'd misunderstood Fetish's instruction. It's fun, but the farcical ending is
disappointing, moving the story from funny to inane.
Tripp, Wallace, comp. Marguerite, Go Wash Your Feet; comp. and illus. by Wallace Tripp.
Houghton, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-395-35392-0; Paper ed. ISBN 0-395-40151-8.
46p. Library ed. $14.95; Paper ed. $5.95.
Tripp's signature cartoon animals are as appealing as ever, but his choice of verse
R and illustrative farce here leans farther toward adult than the balance in previous
2-5 collections of nonsense. Shakespeare rubs noses with Spike Milligan, and Jane
Taylor's most famous jingle gets updated by a rabbit: "Twinkle, twinkle, little star,/
I don't wonder what you are,/You're the cooling down of gases/Forming into solid
masses." There is a keen and successful running spoof on culture, which will depend
on children's knowing the context. "There's a wonderful family called Stein,/
There's Gert and there's Ep and there's Ein;/Gert's poems are bunk/Ep's statues are
junk,/And no one can understand Ein." Even where kids don't fully appreciate the
references, however, as in the limerick on "God Save the Weasel" and "Pop Goes
the Queen," they will enjoy the comic-book aspects of artistic embroidery, in this
case a vignette unfolding a corny old joke delivered by characters in Confederate
garb. Mr. Tripp cannot help being funny. The number of jokes crammed into a
double-spread take-off on the Old Masters may keep parents, teachers, and
librarians looking long after their young listeners are ready to turn the page.
C.U. Literature-poetry
Van Leeuwen, Jean. More Tales of Amanda Pig; illus. by Ann Schweninger. Dial, 1985.
Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-0224-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-0223-X. 53p. Library ed.
$8.89; Trade ed. $8.95.
Like the other Oliver and Amanda books, this is both childlike and perceptive,
R both easy to read and entertaining. The five episodes are built around Amanda and
K-3 Oliver playing house (all twelve of their babies, of various animal persuasions, get
102* fevers); entertaining relatives, among whom Amanda finally finds a soul mate;
washing their toys with a good deal too much bubble bath and shampoo; giving
birthday presents to Father, who has the good grace to return Sallie Rabbit to
Amanda for safekeeping; and a "Growing up" dialogue that concludes with an
Amanda/Mother hugging session. Delicate watercolor illustrations on every page
catch the vulnerable, warm quality of these pig children with humor and well-
balanced line work. A read-aloud for preschoolers as well as a read-alone for
primary graders.
C.U. Reading, beginning
D.V. Brothers-sisters
Vincent, Gabrielle, illus. Breakfast Time, Ernest and Celestine. Greenwillow, 1985. ISBN
0-688-04555-3. 16p. $5.25.
Smaller than earlier Vincent books, this is a brief, wordless story that is very
R clearly told by the illustrations. Ernest (an amicable bear) wakes his small ward
3-5 (a mouse) and takes her downstairs for breakfast; Celestine knocks over and breaks
yrs. a dish, insists on cleaning it up herself, and enjoys the replacement. Deft use of line,
soft colors, and a clear sequence of ideas make the book as appealing as it is com-
prehensible.
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Walter, Mildred Pitts. Trouble's Child. Lothrop, 1985. ISBN 0-688-04214-7. 157p. $10.25.
Although the characters are clearly delineated here, the real protagonist is an island
Ad off the coast of Louisiana, where an isolated society resists change in any form. Desig-
6-8 nated to follow her grandmother's footsteps as healer and midwife, 14-year-old Martha
yearns for training beyond traditional herbal lore and refuses the quilting pattern party
that would signify her hand out for marriage in a rite common to all girls of her age. A
young marine biologist washed up on the island provides romantic interest, and a school
teacher from the mainland eventually helps Martha out of her dilemma. The characters
as a whole are stock types, though the grandmother is a believable mix of starch and
sensitivity. The strong dialect is confined to a limited amount of dialogue. Ultimately,
this is more descriptive than emotionally involving, but both the setting and the
situation are unusual enough to overcome some lack of spark.
C.U. Community life
D.V. Individuality, expressing
Weiss, Ann E. Bioethics: Dilemmas in Modern Medicine. Enslow, 1985. ISBN 0-89490-113-3.
122p. $11.95.
None of the problems of medical ethics discussed here is uncomplicated, whether the
R differences of opinion are on religious, philosophic, legal, financial, or medical grounds.
8- Weiss, as author, obviously sees her role as descriptive rather than partisan, and she
does an excellent job of presenting differing points of view and intricate ramifications
of bioethical questions with informed objectivity. Among the questions explored are the
rights of patients to privacy and the conferring or withholding of consent, abortion,
euthanasia, living wills and the right to die, moral aspects of transplant surgery, the line
between therapeutic medicine and experimental medicine, and much of the public
discussion, controversy, and legislation pertaining to these and other biomedical issues.
The style is forthright, the coverage broad, and the tone serious but not dry, in an
informative book that should be of great topical interest.
D.V. Ethical concepts
Weiss, Jaqueline Shachter, comp. Young Brer Rabbit and Other Trickster Tales from the Ameri-
cas; illus. by Clinton Arrowood. Stemmer House, 1985. ISBN 0-88045-037-1. 65p.
$14.95.
While this collection is of great interest to storytellers, young readers may get bogged
Ad down in a plethora of trickster lore that depends on oral inflection for pace. The ending
3-5 of the brief story "Magic," for instance, is anti-climatic without a dramatic pause
before the final phrase, which would convey suspense instead of letdown. On the other
hand, many of the stories are entertaining as a change of pace for fairytale buffs and are
quite difficult to find in such an international representation. Pen-and-ink, silhouette,
and full-color illustrations manage a tongue-in-cheek depiction of the animals without
jeopardizing their dignity as age-old figures.
C.U. Storytelling
Wells, Rosemary. Hazel's Amazing Mother; written and illus. by Rosemary Wells. Dial, 1985.
Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-0210-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-0209-4. 28p. Library ed.
$10.89; Trade ed. $10.95.
The power of maternal love may be exaggerated here, but the lap audience will under-
R stand that mothers are their defenders and will do extraordinary things for their young.
4-6 As is true of other books by Wells, the characters are small animals in appearance; in
yrs. behavior they are people. Here a youngster is sent on a pre-picnic errand, loses her way,
arrives at a park where she is beset by bullies who rip her doll and dump the doll's
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carriage in the pond, and cries for her mother. Mother, picnic basket in hand, is caught
by a strong wind, the picnic basket she's holding serving as parachute. She comes down
just in time to force the bullies to tidy up their damage, and the picnic proceeds, with-a
typical Wellsian touch-more food than could ever have fit in the basket. Breezy and
funny, but also touching, this should appeal to children's sense of justice as well as their
faith in parental omnipotence.
D.V. Mother-child relations
Wilhelm, Hans. I'llAlways Love You; written and illus. by Hans Wilhelm. Crown, 1985. ISBN
0-517-55648-0. 29p. $8.95.
"This is a story about Elfie-the best dog in the whole world." Since pets are often a
R child's introduction to the wonders of birth and the sadness of death, the young nar-
2-5 rator's account is most appropriate for sharing with listeners bound to experience the
yrs. aging of their animals. Gentle, appealing watercolors and a brief text unfold the friend-
ship of a puppy, Elfie, and his boy as they both learn to pee in the right place, romp,
rest, and dream together. When Elfie gets older and rounder, his boy must carry her up
the stairs to bed, yet never forgets to say "I'll always love you" every night. That's what
makes it easier in the end, when Elfie dies in her sleep, and that's what will leave
children with a renewed commitment to all creatures small. Wilhelm displays a graphic
sense of dogginess in scenes of Elfie's mischief and amusing reluctance to move out of
comfortable positions as time wears on. Like Viorst's Tenth Good Thing About Barney
and its successors, this will have an assured spot in family reading.
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Pets, care of
Wolff, Ashley. Only the Cat Saw; written and illus. by Ashley Wolff. Dodd, 1985. ISBN
0-396-08727-2. 32p. $12.95.
The family is so engrossed in various activities that only the cat sees.. what's on the
R next double-page spread. While they're making dinner, he watches the sun go down;
3-6 while they get ready for bed, he sees the fireflies come out; while they read, he spies an
yrs. owl chasing a mouse. All sorts of nighttime mini-events unfold, until finally the cock
crows and the situation reverses itself. At breakfast, the cat is so fast asleep, he misses a
morning butterfly. This not only portrays a warm family but also gives a sense of the
nocturnal cycle picking up after most children consider everything to have wound
down. The oil paintings are rich in texture with surprising blends of color, dramatic
shapes, and satisfying compositions. A clever invitation for young listeners to partici-
pate in sharing a book aloud, as each can name the pictured answer that alternates with
pages of text.
Wood, Audrey. King Bidgood's in the Bathtub; illus. by Don Wood. Harcourt, 1985. ISBN
0-15-242730-9. 31p. $12.95.
A worthy successor to this author/illustrator team's super-romp, The Napping
R House, pokes fun at adults (and royalty yet) for something children often do-refuse to
4-6 get out of the tub. King Bidgood, however, carries it to extremes, demanding that the
yrs. knight join him for a morning mock battle, the queen for a noon luncheon, the duke for
* afternoon fishing, and the court for a nighttime masquerade ball. All of these important
persons look disconcertingly soggy when they remove from the suds, but King Bidgood
is not persuaded to leave until the little page, who has slaved and perspired through
cleanup and activities, pulls the plug ("Glub, Glub, Glub!"). This is rhythmically told
with a few lines to each page and an imaginative assortment of detail in double-spread
oil paintings dominated by purple and blue. Perhaps the fishing scene is most
memorable, with trout arching over waterlilies and a perplexed duke struggling with
hook and worm. Some tub.
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"A luminous, beautiful book"'
by Thomas Locker
"Where the River Begins [one of The New York Times's 10 Best Illustrated
Books of 1984] established Mr. Locker nearly instantly as an important
figure in children's books. The Mare on the Hill is also a beauty [with]
richly textured landscapes, unusually well produced."
-* The New York Times
*"An elegant companion
to Where the River Begins...powerful...with seasonal changes adding
striking variations. The narrator conveys the excitement that he and his
brother feel at seeing the horse, their efforts to try to tame her, and her
gradual mellowing." -Booklist (starred review)
All ages. 101/2" x 87/6 ". Full color. $14.89 (Lib.)
Dial Books
A Division of E. P. Dutton, 2 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016
The Eighty-Fourth Yearbook
of the National Society
for the Study of Education
Part I
EDUCATION IN SCHOOL
AND NONSCHOOL SETTINGS
Edited by Mario D. Fantini
and Robert L. Sinclair
Recognizing the important educational contribu-
tions made by societal institutions other than
schools, the contributors urge increased collab-
oration between schools and those other institu-
tions to maximize learning. Topics covered
include families as educators; the meaningful
partnership of museums and schools; media
and technology as educators; conditions for
effective learning.
Distributed for the NSSE
Cloth $20.00 300 pages
Part II
LEARNING AND TEACHING
THE WAYS OF KNOWING
Edited by Elliot Eisner
The contributors review developments in cogni-
tive science, in the study of creativity, and in
conceptions of intelligence and knowledge,
exploring the implications for today's education.
Topics covered include narrative and paradig-
matic modes of thought; intuition and the
intellect; ways of knowing and their meaning
for teacher education.
Distributed for the NSSE
Cloth $20.00 320 pages
FELLOW TEACHERS
Of Culture and Its Second Death
With a new Preface
Philip Rieff
Rieff makes a witty, devastating attack on mod-
ern intellectual life and its corruption in the
universities, probing into the nature of
authority, the discipline of culture, and the cri-
sis of teaching in the present age.
"A masterly work, whose relevance to the
academic community as a whole is probably
unmatched.... It should be made required
reading for all candidates for tenure."-Alasdair
MacIntyre
Paper $795 269 pages
HUMANITIES PH.D:S AND
NONACADEMIC CAREERS
A Guide for Faculty Advisers
Roger E. Wyman and Nancy A. Risser
Designed to assist faculty in supporting gradu-
ate students as they search for challenging jobs,
this handbook covers such topics as researching
career opportunities, composing resumes, and
handling interviews. The authors include infor-
mation on existing programs to increase non-
academic career opportunities as well as a bib-
liography of related readings on alternative
careers.
Distributed for the Committee on
Institutional Cooperation
Paper $4.95 110 pages
REQUIREMENTS FOR
CERTIFICATION OF
TEACHERS, COUNSELORS,
LIBRARIANS,
ADMINISTRATORS FOR
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS,
SECONDARY SCHOOLS,
JUNIOR COLLEGES
Fiftieth Edition, 1985-86
Mary P. Burks
Cloth $2600 244 pages
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THE BULLY OF BARKHAM STREET A DOG ON BARKHAM STREET
Pictures by Leonard Shortall Pictures by Leonard Shortall
1964 Boys' Club of America Junior Book Award A 1960 ALA Notable Children's Book
Ages 9-11 $11.89 Ages 9-$11 89
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Children should be
seen - and heard,
and studied
Review of Child Development
Research, Volume 7
Interest in the family has undergone a resurgence in recent years, and RCDR 7
emphasizes the all-important role the family plays in a child's development. The
volume investigates the vital role of mothers, fathers, and siblings and examines
the family unit itself and its connection with its class: community, and ethnic
heritage. As all families face a variety of life experiences and events which call
for adaptation and coordination, RCDR 7 illustrates how the ways in which
families deal with these changes can facilitate our understanding of the intricacies
of family functioning.
F. F. Strayer, Biological Approaches to the Study of the Family
G. Mitchell and C. Shively, Naturalistic and Experimental Studies of Nonhuman
Primate and Other Animal Families
Irving E. Sigel, Albert S. Dreyer, and Ann V. McGillicuddy-DeLisi,
Psychological Perspectives of the Family
Glen H. Elder, Jr., Families, Kin, and the Life Course: A Sociological Perspective
Tamara Hareven, Themes in the Historical Development of the Family
Robert D. Hess and Susan D. Holloway, Family and School as Educational
Institutions
Lois Wladis Hoffman, Work, Family, and the Socialization of the Child
Urie Bronfenbrenner, Phyllis Moen, and James Garbarino, Child, Family,
and Community
Algea Harrison, Felicisima Serafica, and Harriette McAdoo, Ethnic Families of
Color
Joy D. Osofsky and Howard J. Osofsky, Psychological and Developmental
Perspectives on Expectant and New Parenthood
E. Mavis Hetherington and Kathleen A. Camara, Families in Transition: The
Processes of Dissolution and Reconstitution
Review of Child Development Research, Volume 7. Edited by Ross D.
Parke. (Cloth, est. 450p. ISBN: 0-226-64666-1. LC: 64-20472.) $30.00.
For more information write The University of Chicago Press, 11030 S.
Langley Ave., Chicago, IL 60628.
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New Apples to Savor!
Almost anything can happen in an Apple
Paperback. That's why youngsters love to
read them! Apples offer the best in contem-
porary books, written by award-winning
authors. And now there are new Apples, with
a grownup look, for more mature readers-
boys and girls ages 11-13 who are ready for
more challenging fiction. $2.25 each.
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New from The University of Chicago Press
Child Development
Research and Social Policy
Volume 1
Edited by Harold W Stevenson and Alberta E. Siegel
To a child, family and school seem to be the shaping forces of life. But forces
outside the family and school affect children's development and growth.
Policymakers, teachers, and health professionals need the latest findings in
child development research if they are to create programs that nurture children.
This volume, the first in a series commissioned by the Committee on Social
Policy of the Society for Research in Child Development, highlights research on
important contemporary social issues:
Luis M. Laosa, Social Policies toward Children of Diverse Ethnic, Racial,
and Language Groups in the United States
John A. Butler, Barbara Starfield, and Suzanne Stenmark, Child Health
Policy
Robert E. Emery, E. Mavis Hetherington, and Lisabeth Fisher, Divorce,
Children, and Social Policy
Samuel J. Meisels, Prediction, Prevention, and Developmental Screening
in the EPSDT Program
Stephen A. Richardson, Deinstitutionalization and Institutionalization of
Children with Mental Retardation
Jacquelynne S. Eccles and Lois W. Hoffman, Sex Roles, Socialization,
and Occupational Behavior
Ernesto Pollitt, Cutberto Garza, and Rudolph L. Lelbel, Nutrition and
Public Policy
Judith Torney-Purta, Political Socialization and Policy: The United States
in a Cross-national Context
Anyone whose work influences the welfare of
children
* educators * mental health professionals
* government officials * social workers
* researchers legal professionals
* pediatricians journalists
needs this volume
1984 LC: 84-50197 520 p. Cloth $30 (ISBN: 0-226-77396-5)
Paper $15 (ISBN: 0-226-77397-3)
TO ORDER: Send check, purchase order, or complete charge card
(Visa or MasterCard) information to The University of Chicago Press,
Journals Division, P.O. Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637.
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HARDCOVER
,* "The cover photo alone is all that is needed to 'sell'
this book...Patterson and Cohn let readers see beneath
the glossy fur, the heavy brows and the animal shape to the
gentle mind that wanted something to love and be loved by."
-School Library journal
Starred Review
"Almost guaranteed to be a best seller...describes life with
the 'speaking' gorilla, a report movingly visible in Ronald
H. Cohn's color photos." -Publishers Weekly
Koko's
Kitten
by DR. FRANCINE PATTERSON
Photos by RONALD H. COHN
All Ages
0-590-33811-0 $9.95
A 1986 Reading Rainbow Selection
"This delightful, wittily told story is reminiscent of Cleary's Beezus and
Ramona series. Warm, eminently likable family fare with a strong theme
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